Directions to Jackson Medical Mall (JMM)

From I-55, take exit 98A, Woodrow Wilson Avenue.

Drive ~1.7 miles west, passing along the way:
- 0.1 miles: VA Medical Center (VAMC)
- 0.5 miles: Children’s Hospital/ University of Mississippi Medical Center (UMMC)
- 1.3 miles: Elevated road/bridge over N. Mill Street and railroad tracks.

Anyone of three entrances to JMM can be used;
- 1st traffic light past the bridge: turn right at Bailey Avenue Extension then left at JMM Main Entrance; parking is abundant.
- 2nd traffic light past the bridge (McDonald’s on left); turn right a traffic light, go through JMM entrance then turn right and proceed around to left and Southeast Entrance where parking is abundant.
- 3rd traffic light past bridge: make sharp right turn onto Livingston Road, take first right to enter JMM parking lot; parking sometimes limited but Retail Mall entrance next to Piccadilly is closest to elevators you must take to second floor.